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Letter from the Director
Dear Reader,
Receive my greetings at the beginning of
the winter; a new exiting season for the
Saudi-Spanish Center for Islamic Economics and Finance (SCIEF). We are really
pleased to share with you all the activities
and results that SCIEF has achieved during
the past months since our last publishing.
SCIEF is proud to have launched the first
steps of an inclusive program to engage
with the youth of the world. The program
aims at understanding youth ‘ views on
possible alternatives to the present financial practices, but also to help them look into
new alternative ways that Islamic finance,
ethical banking and other non-banking &
financial alternatives can provide for their
financial future.
The activities in its first edition have included four different actions:

Dr Celia de Anca
Director of Saudi-Spanish Center for
Islamic Economic and Finance

1. What is out there competition: A
global competition for youth all over the
world seeking new ideas of real existing
projects that were financed by non-conventional ways, either Islamic finance,
ethical banking or none banking solution. The competition brought together 10,000 youth engaging
in this dialogue and nearly 60 videos have competed coming from 40 different countries. An International Jury selected the Top 11 that were invited to join the Social Impact Finance Forum that was
held on October 15th in Madrid where the Jury selected the three final winners.
2. Think Tank on Social Impact Finance: With the understanding that the financial crisis is global,
and the difficulty for the youth all over the world to find resources is everywhere, SCIEF launched
on October 15th three workshops of debate to answer a fundamental question: “How are youth and
small business entrepreneurs financing themselves when the current system creates high barriers
of entry to such individuals?”
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Representatives from Islamic and ethical banks together with the leading crowd funding platforms,
joined a group of scholars and the finalists of the what is out there competition, to discuss what
each of the three industries have to offer to the world of finance, and in concrete to the youth all
over the world. see more »
3. Social Impact Finance forum. An open conference was organized On October 15th in which all think
tank participants together with the IE student community and SCIEF friends joined in a global forum
in which, Key Note speakers and participants of the workshop shared with the audience the main
conclusions of their discussions. Visit our videos to find out more details.

Hope you will enjoy reading this news at least as much as much as we enjoy collecting them.

Celia de Anca – Director, SCIEF

C/ Maria de Molina, 12, 2º izq.
Madrid 28006
Spain
www.scief.es
E: info@scief.es
T: 0034 915 689 810
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Youth
Immersion Week
SCIEF organized the past September
the first Islamic Finance Immersion
week for students in Saudi Arabia. This
trip brought seven students from Germany, France, Brazil, Lebanon and Taiwan to for a week so they could understand the cultural context and develop
practical experience. The students visited several financial and government
institutions such as Al Khabeer Capital, Bank AlJazira, Islamic Economics
Institute, National Commercial Bank,
Jeddah Chamber of Commerce & Industry, Islamic Research and Training
Institute – IDB and Organization of Islamic Cooperation.
These new activities have been a great contribution to SCIEF´s consolidation, and an important complement to SCIEF regular activities, that included academic case studies development, regular articles in
different world’s media, as well as launching new programs on Islamic Finance in different areas of the IE
University, as you can see in detail in SCIEF´s web page, www.scief.es. Finally SCIEF is also proud to
announce the publication of its second Book Islamic Finance in Western Higher Education, the second in
the palgrave/Mcmillan series. see it in Amazon »
SCIEF wants to thank our main supporters, IE Business School and King Abdulaziz University, whose
presidents always had the vision and the will to create and support SCIEF. We are always grateful at the
continuous support of IDB, NBC and Al-Khabeer, Spain Invest and the lawyers from Uria and Menedez,
the all made possible the development of our activities. We are also are proud to have among our partners prestigious Institutions such the Chair for Ethics and Financial Norms, University Paris 1 La Sorbonne (France), and the Islamic Economics Institute at King Abdulaziz University.
SCIEF is young but our success has been grounded in all of our collaborators partners and friends. The
new youth engaging initiatives together with our regular academic and research activities are solid steps
to our consolidation of SCIEF as a Hub to channel existing debates and actions on alternative finance in
Europe.
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Conference Highlights

Social Impact
Finance Forum
On October 15th , SCIEF held the Social Impact
Finance Forum, a very important event in our
anual calendar. The Forum focused on three
different initiatives: the “What is out there?”
video competition, a Think Tank and finally an
open conference at the Aula Magna of the IE
Business School.
“What is out there?” was a global competition
for youth all over the world which brought together 10,000 youth engaging in this dialogue. They
shared through the form of short videos their views
and existing initiatives with a social impact. From
the shortlist of the top 21 videos based on popular
voting, the International Jury selected the best 11
videos, whose representatives attended the Social
Impact Finance Forum on October 15th in Madrid.
The international jury was formed by : Yasir Abu
Sulayman, Head of Structured Finance, National
Commercial Bank (Saudi Arabia), Ammar Ahmed
Shata, Executive Director & CEO, Alkhabeer Capital (Saudi Arabia), Karim Amellal, Founder and CEO
of Stand Alone Media, Lecturer of Sciencies Po
(France), Jon Axtell, Program Director, The Ub-Bay
Area & Co- Program Coordinator of the Creative
Currency Initiative (USA), Prof. Gunther Capelle
Blancard, University Paris (France), JC Capelli,
CEO Friends Clear (France), Miguel Ganzo, Coordinator of International Relations, JAK Medlemsbank (Sweden), Dr. Joaquín Garralda, Academic
Affairs Dean, IE Business School (Spain), David
García (Regional Director of Business Innovation,
Everis (Spain), Dr. Naseem Shirazi, Division Head
(Training), Islamic Development Bank (Saudi Ara-

bia), Max Oliva, Director of Social Impact Management at IE Business School (Spain), Olivia Orozco
de la Torre, Coordinator Training, Economics and
Business, Casa Árabe (Spain), Bernard Paranque,
Chair AG2R La Mondiale “Finance Reconsidered”,
Euromed Management (France), Pierre Charles
Pradler, Chair for Ethics and Financial Norms, University of Paris La Sorbonne (France), Gema Sacristán, Lead Investment Officer and Manager of the
sustainbility program “beyondBanking: banking on
global sustainability, Inter-Amercian Development
Bank (USA), and Abdullah Turkistani, Dean of the
Islamic Economics Institute, King Abdulaziz University (Saudi Arabia).
In the final round one representative of each team
had the chance to share their story. The representatives were: Anton Abdul Fatah (Garut Waste
Bank, Indonesia), Nausher Ahmed Team (Islamic
Microfinance, Pakistan), Khalid Alkhudair (Glowork
Start, Saudi Arabia), Mteo Álvarez y Pablo Ojeda
(Tabernero), Aliusy Cedeño (Real World, Cuba/
Spain), Chandra Man Dongol (Jamarko, Nepal),
Christopher La Mantia and Elle McMurran ( Successful funding of Bubble & Balm, Australia), Na-
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beel Muhammad (Unconventional Social Impact Financing, Pakistan), Kristina Stoney & Nic Arney (
What is out there-Funding A Global Adventure, Australia), Tamer Taha (Yomken.Com/The Crowfunding
Model with Islamic Microfinance Principles, Egypt) and Armin Zaman Khan (Being Voluntary and Being
Sustainable, Bangladesh).
The winners were: watch the videos here »
• Anton Abdul Fatah
• Mateo Álvarez Tabernero
• Tamer Mohamed Elsayed Taha

The 1st prize was delivered by Ammar Ahmed Shata, Executive Director and CEO Al-Khabeer Capital
Saudi Arabia.
The 2nd prize was delivered by Eduardo López Busquets, Director General, Casa Árabe (Spain);
The 3rd prize was delivered by Yasir Abu Sulayman, Head of Structured Finance in The National Commercial Bank (Saudi Arabia).

Interview with the winners

watch the videos here »

Anton Abdul Fatah
Why did you decide to participate in the competition “What
is out there?
”When we heard ‘What is Out There?’ Competition, my
friends and I from the Sindang Sari Youth group jumped
out of our seats and screamed in excitement. This competition is what we have been waiting for! “What is Out
There?” Competition is one of our way to share our spirit
in taking real action based around our concerns on many
issues related to farmers poverty and declining land productivity in our hometown. We also want to share how we
support the people with our Waste Bank to run their small
business with our social fund.
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How did you choose the topic for your video?
We run our Waste Bank since 2009 and we can help farmers to produce organic fertilizer and create
social fund. We choose our Waste Bank just because we already did this activities, and we really want to
share our spirit to others youth in all around the world.
How has been your experience in this competition?
We were really enjoyed this great event, really enjoy the trip, and really enjoy the environment of Madrid.
This competition not only give us a chance to compete, but also an opportunity to sharing discussion with
a lot of expert during Social Finance Forum. We got a lot of new knowledge, got so many inspirations,
and the best thinks is so many ideas that will be applied in our communities.
We were happy because can meet with some fantastic youth person from several countries.
Do you think this kind of competition is really useful?
‘What is Out There?’ Competition is really useful for us to share our idea, spirit and social value. We want
to share our experience, not because we do the best think, but we want others people do at least same
action to help others. This competition is one of the best ways to do that. On the other hand, we can get
suggestion and others ideas from all participants and jury panels. Those inputs are very valuable to improve our action in our communities. Lastly, the prize is very useful for us to be used for some goods to
run our business faster. Many thanks SCIEF!

Mateo Álvarez Tabernero
Why did you decide to participate in the competition “What
is out there?”
I decided to participate in the competition “What is out
there?” Because I care about the issues related to the real
economy and the financing of innovative and alternative
ways. Also I work in an audiovisual company and I thought
I could make something of quality.
How did you choose the topic for your video?
I chose that topic for the video because I know the “Solidarity Fund for Peace and Hope” this seems to me a very
interesting initiative. The Solidarity Fund makes a very important and commendable job in my area. They
are also near where I live so I was more comfortable for interviews and travel.
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How has been your experience in this competition?
My experience in this competition was very positive; I have seen and learned many things. I also met
people who have given me ideas for the future.
Do you think this kind of competition is really useful?
Yes, I think it is very useful, because they begin to value and give meet new and original initiatives, and
encourages contact between people of very diverse backgrounds who never have met otherwise, this
opens up new hopes for the future. I find it much more useful than the usual contests between bureaucrats who only speak of statistics and unreal parameters and that led us to the situation where we are.

Tamer Mohamed Elsayed Taha
Why did you decide to participate in the competition “What
is out there?”
I decided to participate in the competition because I think
that it is one of the very few competitions that is interested by the social-impact finance in its alternative forms,
and notably its the islamic finance and economics that we
adopt in Yomken.com
How did you choose the topic for your video?
We wanted to introduce our platform Yomken.com to the
voters all over the world. Since the concept of crowdfunding is somehow a new one, we tried to explain
in the animation video what is Crowdfunding and how can Yomken be a Shariah-Friendly tool for innovations, which is usually a risky investment area for the Banks.
How has been your experience in this competition?
The competition was really amazing. The most beneficial thing in it was that we could meet the other
contestants and know more about their very innovative projects. In addition, it was one of the very unique
times where all this variety of experts brought together thanks to SCIEF. They were really an excellent
mix of expertise and their insights were very useful.   
Do you think this kind of competition is really useful?
I believe that the competition is highly useful and needed in order to promote social finance. I also believe
that videos as a medium to present a project or an idea is a very unique thing. Not only it shows more the
social aspect, but videos spread all over the word much easier than business plans or written applications
as some of other competitions. Therefore, videos do magnify the idea in a creative way.
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Think Tank

watch the videos here »

The Think Tank participants were split into three workshops in order to generate powerful conversation.
Ethical Banking, facilitated by Mar Escamez (Global Holistic Leadership, Spain) and Niguel Ganzo
(JAK Medlemsbank). This workshop discussed:
•

Eco-social transparent Banks - Ethical criteria, transparency and good governance in a new kind of
Bank, very different from the conventional savings banks we are used to work with;

•

Interest-free Banks – a movement initiated with the creation of the first JAK-Bank in Denmark, where
the depositors get no revenue for their savings while the loan-takers only pay a fee for the administrative costs)

•

Micro-credit - as a way to support lots of people around the world taking themselves out of poverty;

Islamic Banking facilitated by Olivia Orozco de la Torre (Casa Árabe, Spain) and Dr. Raja Almarzoqui
Albqami (IMF and Islamic Finance Center, USA/UK); The workshop discussed Islamic Banks and institutions and the possibility of the development a financial sector without interest, on the basis of Islamic
principles that prohibit the charging or receipt of interest in money lending and borrowing, and getting
involved into speculative operations not related to the real economy.
Non Banking Alternatives, facilitated by Jon
Axtell (The HUB Bay Area & Creative Currency
Initiative, USA) and Franco Llobera Serra (Consultant, Spain).
The workshop discussed creative ways of funding and starting businesses, outside of traditional
banking, in other words, they talked about alternative financing for young entrepreneurs .
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Social Impact
Finance Forum

Michael Looft, regional Director, Europe & Asia, Kiva.org (USA) opened the conference and welcomed
the participants.
Then three Keynote speakers Dr. Raja Almarzoqi Albqami, (Advisor, middle East and Central Asia Department, IMF and Mission Chief of Azerbaijan & Founder and board member of Islamic Finance Center,
London), Miguel Ganzo (JAK Medlemsbank) and Danae Ringelmann (Funder and COO, Indiegogo) and
three young people shared their perspectives.
It concluded with a presentation about “The Future of Finance” made by Dr. Ignacio de la Torre, Academic
Director of the Master in Finance Programs at IE Business School and partner of Arcano (Spain).
Finally, the winners of the best three videos of the What is Out There? video Competition were recognized
and the Forum was closed by Celia de Anca, SCIEF Director.
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Partner Highlights
Islamic Economics
Institute (IEI)
King Abdulaziz University
The IEI has been working very closely with the
SCIEF in the following activities:

IEI Wednesday Seminars
• Crisis Of Confidence In Islamic Banking,
Dr. Munawar Iqbal.
• European Writings About Reformation of
Economics: André Orléan as an Example,
Dr. Abdul Razak Belabes.
• The Capital Question : A Discussion of Bank Capital,
Dr. Michael Brennan.
• Nineteenth Century Muslim Scholars on Banking and Interest,
Dr. Abdul Azeem Islahi.
• A practitioners View Of Issues In Implementing Sharia Board Guidelines In Islamic Banks,
Mr. Osman Aurkazai.
• Revisiting Key Concepts in Islamic Economics and Finance Framework,
Mr. Osman Aurkazai.

Workshop: Future Islamic Economics, 12-13 November, 2012
Islamic Economics Institute organized an international conference to revisit Islamic Economics theories,
methodologies and its future direction. It was attended by leading experts in the field. The program was
divided into 3 parts, 1) Methodology of Islamic Economics. 2) Theorizing in the field of Islamic Economics. 3) Practice of Islamic Economics (Including Islamic Finance). Ten critical papers were delivered and
10 critics on these papers were also presented. The workshop concluded with set of recommendations
for future course of action. Following are some of the experts that presented their papers and observations: Dr. Umar Chapra, Dr. Nejatullah Siddiqui, Dr. Anas Zarqa, Dr. Monzer Kahf, Dr. Nienhaus Volker,
etc.
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Workshop ‘0’ :
Workshop ‘0’ (zero) was held on 26th July 2012 with leading scholars to get their impression on the current state of
Islamic Economics. It was felt that there was a gap between
Theory and Practice.

Survey:
‘Diagnosis of Knowledge Crisis in Islamic Economics’, Survey
was conducted in July – August 2012. 600 people were given
questioners, 124 replies received. 70% of the respondent felt
that there was a need to revisit Islamic Economics. 31% felt there was issue with methodology while 54%
felt theoretical framework of Islamic Economics was fine. 46% of the respondent strongly felt that there was
issue at practical level.

New Vice Dean:
Dr. Yusof Abdullah Basudan has been appointed as Vice Dean of Graduate Studies and Scientific Research. He has doctorate from Southampton University. He is member of various insurance and finance
firms. He has expertise in accounting and research.

New Researcher:
Dr. Walid Mansour, Phd -University of Manouba, Post PhD – University of Kansas, has joined Islamic
Economics Institute in September as researcher. He has research interest in Islamic Financing under
information asymmetry.

Journal of King Abdulaziz University Islamic Economics:
There is a new editorial board now with Prof. Dr. Munawar Iqbal as Editor in Chief. Other members are;
Prof. Dr. Abdul Azim Islahi, Dr. Salih AbdulRahman Al-Saad, Dr. Faisal Said Balamash, Dr. Mohamed
Najeeb Khayat, and Dr. Mahmod Sami Nabi.
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Partner Highlights
Chair Ethics and Financial Norms
University Paris La Sorbonne

The Chair Ethics and Financial Norms has developed and organized the First International monthly
Research Seminar led by Paris 1 La Sorbonne University and King Abdul Aziz University, joined now by
ISRA/INCEIF and I&E (Madrid). During the seminar sessions some great names of Islamic finance presented their research paper: Sami Suwailem , Umer Chapra, Adel Harzi, Munawar iqbal, and Dr Olivia
Del Orozco from I&E.
The chair has organized the 3rd annual Workshop “Frontiers of Finance”, subgroup of the European Research Group “Money, Banking & Finance”; “Responsible Finance” subgroup of the Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique (CNRS). The Chair has also developed a partnership with SCIEF of I&E Business
School directed by Celia de Anca and coordinated by Najua-Alya Droubi. A great success of SCIEF this
year was the THINK TANK Social impact finance organized for the first time in Madrid.
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Interview with
Dr. Abdullah Qurban Turkistani
Dean of the Islamic Economics Institute
Islamic Economics Institute (IEI), King Abdulaziz University was established in 1977 as Islamic Economics Research Center, which is
among the oldest center for Islamic Economics. We interviewed Dr.
Abdullah Qurban Turkistani, Dean of IEI, given below is extract of
that interview.
Dr. Abdullah your institute has completed 35 years, what are your
future plans?
We will obviously continue our research activities, which is our strongest point and primary activity. This
year so far Islamic Economics Institute has published 6 books, 10 refereed papers, 15 papers were presented at different conference, our researcher presented 7 discussion papers and supervised 6 theses,
and I hope next year we will do better. Islamic Economics Institute have planned to introduce Executive Masters Program in Islamic Economics for 48 credit hours. We intend to offer PhD degree within 5
years. There is a need to strengthen IEI’s training programs. Executive Education Program with SCIEF
is planned for April 2013. Youth immersion week program and competition on alternative financing was
successfully tried this year with SCIEF and we hope to continue it on annual basis. IEI would be awarding
Scholarships to students of PhD in Islamic Economics/Finance at IE University and University of Paris1
through Saudi-Spanish Center for Islamic Economics and Finance and Chair for Ethics and Financial
Norms respectively.
You recently held workshop on Future of Islamic Economics,
what was its outcome?

“RESEARCH
IS OUR
STRONGEST
POINT”

This was a 2 day workshop to analyze issues and decide future
course of action. The workshop was successfully concluded on
13th November, we heard from leading scholars such as Dr.
Umar Chapra, Dr. Nejatullah Siddiqui, Dr. Anas Zarqa, Dr. Monzer Kahf, Dr. Nienhaus Volker. There were concerns with methodology and theorization in Islamic economics that should be
geared towards achieving the economic objectives of Shari’ah
(i.e the Maqasid) with particular regard to problems of poverty,
wealth concentration, unemployment, human resource development and care for the environment. The scholars expressed desire to plan for future workshops that
would concentrate more on in-depth discussion of specific issues in economic methodology and theorization from Islamic perspective, including the relevance of logical empiricism, post-positivism, principles
of induction and deduction, instrumentalism and hypothesis testing. We were recommended to organize
special workshop devoted to the discussion of practical problems in the Islamic financial industry with
a view to promote new financial instruments and ensure more prudent governance of Islamic financial
institutions through Shar’ah Boards.
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Book review

Islamic Finance in
Western Higher Education
Developments and Prospects
“The growth of Islamic finance in recent years is one of the
aspects of the increased role being played in the global financial system by a number of emerging economies. This
is of course a welcome development….[but] as the recent
crisis has taught us, growing complexity calls of enhanced
international cooperation by policymakers and regulators”
(Mario Draghi , 2010).
One collateral effect of the the global financial crisis has been
a greater Western interest in Islamic Finances and in a first
place, its prohibition of “riba” or charging interest on transactions. Some view this approach as a more ethical approach
to banking than the one typically practised in the West.
In this context, a serious study was undertaken to understand the practices and implications of Islamic Finances,
to enquire the job creation capacity of its institutions and in
what position do Western universities and business schools
find themselves in when it comes to offer programs and research opportunities related to Islamic Finances to enrich
their teaching.
This book, “Islamic Finance in Western Higher Education: Developments and Prospects” addresses
these key questions in a very comprehensive manner. Edited by Ahmed Belouafi, Abderrazak Belabes
and Cristina Trullols, this collection of articles gives an excellent overview of the current reality of Islamic
Finances in the West through the diverse perspectives of authors such as Adel Ahmed, Abdul Karim Aldohni, Celia de Anca, Simon Archer, Toseef Azid, Abdelhafid Benamraoui, Ishaq Bhatti, Ghassen Bouslama, Valentino Cattelan, Ibrahim Zeyyad Cekici, Mohamed Daoudi, Abul Hassan, Reza Zain Jaufeerally,
Kader Merbouth, Philip Molyneux, Volker Nienhaus, Pierre Charles Pradier, Tariq Saeed, Ignacio de la
Torre and Olivia Orozco de la Torre.
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About the editors
Ahmed Belouafi is a researcher at the Islamic Economic Institute (IEI), King Abdulaziz University. He
holds a Master in Money Banking and Finance and a PhD in Economics from Sheffield University (UK).
Before joining the IE he taught Islamic financial contracts and institutions at the University of Birmingham
and London Open College. His main research interests include: Islamic finance education and curricula, Islamic Finance in the Europe, Islamic Finance and responsable financing, and Islamic finance and
financial stability.

Abderrazak Belabes is a researcher at the Islamic Economics Institute, King Abdulaziz University, Saudi Arabia. He teaches Islamic finance from a geoeconomic perspective at the University of Strasbourg,
France. He mainly researches ethical finance, economic methodology, Islamic finance education and
regulatory framework of Islamic finance in Europe.

Cristina Trullols is Associate Professor of Microfinance and Researcher for Saudi-Spanish Center for
Islamic Economics and Finance, both at the IE Business School, Spain. She holds a Masters degree from
the Executive Financial Management Program at the IE Business School, and MBA from the University of
Quebec in Montreal and a BA in Economics and International Relations from Boston College.
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Stay tuned for SCIEF future activities
International Executive Program: Islamic Finance
Connect your Financial Activity to your Strategic Goals
Jeddah , Saudi Arabia April 2013
SCIEF is happy to announce its coming launch of the first International Executive Program to be developed
at King Abdulaziz University University . The program will bring the IE expertise in Finance with the King
Abdulaziz University knowledge of Islamic finance, practical experience with practitioners and visits to the
most renown Islamic banks in the area.
For more information please contact Karen Hobbs (Karen.Hobbs@ie.edu)
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